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Advantages of leasing 

 Routine repair or maintenance costs are built into leasing costs. 

 No overheads in garage set-up and maintenance. 

 No high initial purchase items in lessee’s books. 

 The lessor bears most of the risk. 

 The organisation is able to focus on core business. 

Disadvantages of leasing 

 The organisation losses control of some aspects of its fleet management. 

 Discontinuation of services by the service provider can cause huge disruptions in the 

day-to-day operations. 

 If the leasing contract is cancelled for any reason, the organisation may have to 

make heavy investments in vehicle purchases or temporary hire to ensure business 

continuity. 

 The organisation would not be able to build up any institutional capacity in fleet 

management. 

Outsourcing 

The nature of the contract is dependent on the ownership status which could be: 

 an external company is contracted to supply and manage the vehicles; 

 an external company supplies the vehicles but the management remains with the 

organisation; and 



 the vehicles are owned by the organisation and an external company undertakes 

the management of the fleet. 

The preferred options are dependent on the organisations approved procurement 

or sourcing policies and operational needs. Contracting, sourcing and leasing are 

done in strict adherence with the organisations approved procurement policy. (See 

Agreement for leased transport fleet sample and refer also to the Procurement 

section) 

In emergency situations outsourcing and external leasing are common practices. In 

a rapid on-set emergency, it takes time to ship-in or purchase vehicles for use in the 

response. Organisations are sometimes left with the option of outsourcing or 

leasing vehicles or trucks from the local market. In the initial days of the emergency, 

this can prove to be an expensive option. In emergency situations, there are usually 

very many organisations and very few assets. The high demand may cause price 

increases. 

Vehicle Management 

The location of the vehicle management function within organizations’ structures 

varies from organisation to organisation. The management may be located within 

administration, transport function or have an independent fleet manager. For the 

purpose of the Logistics Operations Guide the manager will be referred to as the 

fleet manager (FM). 

Vehicles are expensive but critical to an organisations' operation. They facilitate the 

movement of personnel and the delivery of relief supplies to beneficiaries. Vehicle 

management is also one of the aspects of supply management that can be easily 

abused if not properly managed. If properly managed this aspect would ensure: 

 availability of vehicles as and when required; 

 cost efficiency; 

 programme or response continuity; 

 staff safety; 

https://dlca.logcluster.org/download/attachments/9405294/LOG-2-8-FLEET%20MANAGEMENT-TEMPLATE-Agreement%20for%20Leased%20Transport%20Fleet.doc?version=2&modificationDate=1437020994000&api=v2
https://dlca.logcluster.org/download/attachments/9405294/LOG-2-8-FLEET%20MANAGEMENT-TEMPLATE-Agreement%20for%20Leased%20Transport%20Fleet.doc?version=2&modificationDate=1437020994000&api=v2
https://dlca.logcluster.org/display/LOG/Procurement


 safety on the roads; 

 vehicle safety; 

 vehicle security; and 

 performance management. 

To achieve the above, some of the measures taken by the FM are: 

 every vehicle carries a logbook; 

 logbooks are checked on a weekly basis; 

 vehicles are logged out and signed for before every trip. A vehicle allocation chart is 

recommended; 

 the driver records all fuel and maintenance costs in the log book or fuel request and 

purchase voucher, indicating the reading on the odometer at the time of the 

expense; 

 fuel can be purchased from a central petrol station and a receipt issued. Where 

there is no appointed petrol station, the vehicle fuel request form is completed and 

approved before funds are released for fuelling. Should the driver have to purchase 

fuel from their own funds or petty cash, the amount spent on the purchase will be 

reimbursed; 

 all vehicle keys are surrendered at the end of the day; 

 drivers adhere to the carrying capacity as provided by the traffic law; 

 no unauthorized staff members are allowed to drive the organizations vehicles. 

Vehicles will be assigned at the discretion of the approving officer; and 

 all new staff (those who have a driving license but have not driven for a specified 

period), will not be allowed to drive the organisation's vehicles unless accompanied 

by a qualified driver or have been re-tested by the registered automobile association 

and authorized to drive.  
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